Internally resonant wave energy exchange in weakly nonlinear lattices and metamaterials.
This paper presents a multiple-scales analysis approach capable of capturing internally resonant wave interactions in weakly nonlinear lattices and metamaterials. Example systems considered include a diatomic chain and a locally resonant metamaterial-type lattice. At a number of regions in the band structure, both the frequency and wave number of one nonlinear plane wave may relate to another in a near-commensurate manner (such as in a 2:1 or 3:1 ratio) resulting in an internal resonance mechanism. As shown herein, nonlinear interactions in the lattice couple these waves and enable energy exchange. Near such internal resonances, previously derived higher-order dispersion corrections for single plane wave propagation may break down, leading to singularities in the predicted nonlinear dispersion relationships. Using the presented multiple-scales approach and the two example systems, this paper examines internal resonance occurring (i) within the same branch and (ii) between different branches of the band structure, resolving the aforementioned singularity issue while capturing energy exchange. The multiple-scales evolution equations, together with a local stability analysis, uncover multiple stable fixed points associated with periodic energy exchange between internally resonant propagating modes. Response results generated using direct numerical simulation verify the perturbation-based predictions for amplitude-dependent dispersion corrections and slow-scale energy exchange; importantly, these comparisons verify the exchange frequency predicted by the multiple-scales approach.